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Abstract: 

Due to the nature of human experience every person is deemed to understand ‘reality’ in 

relative terms. Even though one might not always realize that in everyday life I think the 

appreciation of that phenomenon is vital to a study about audience relations towards the news 

media. Abstract information may be felt to be different from concrete experiences. It can 

nevertheless become part of our convictions about reality.  

The present study asks the following questions: How do we relate to the news media as 

provider of such information? Are we aware of the impact a news source can have on our 

understanding of the world? Why do we attend to news media in the first place? 

In this study I will present social psychological theories which help to understand why 

‘reality’ is a relative phenomenon connected to human experience, shaped by depictions and 

grasped selectively. The interview study with ten voluntary participants shall shed some light 

on real persons’ attempts to nevertheless try to come to terms with things “going on in the 

world.” 

The findings suggest that the relation towards the news media is marked by a focus on a 

specific aspect of the relation: the information given, the position of the attending person 

wanting to be informed, or the news media conduct which can be seen quite critical. 

The reasons for gathering information are also diverse. For example personal grounds can be 

prevailing, interest in other people, or the conviction that information is the foundation for 

joint action, while aiming towards change for the better. Accordingly some evidence was 

found that it would be preferable if the news media cut down on negativity concerning their 

reporting that could for instance lead to feelings of apathy. 

Sometimes elaborate opinions were uttered about in how far events reported about could be 

seen as ‘representative’ in comparison to what is felt to be the underlying ‘reality’.  

Regarding ideas about the news media audience in general, no greater trust in other people’s 

willingness to make an effort to see beyond the immediate information given was found. This 

mentally distancing from other people could in turn contribute to the feeling of not being able 

to (collectively) impact ‘the reality’ that is communicated via the news media. 
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Förbunden med 'världen' 
 

En undersökning om publikens relationer till nyhetsmedier 

 

 

Sammanfattning: 

Människan upplever verkligheten på ett relativt sätt. Även om man inte alltid är medveten om 
det i det vardagliga livet är det viktigt att förstå detta fenomen om man har att göra med en 
studie kring publikens relation till nyhetsmedier. Information från abstrakta källor kan 
upplevas vara annorlunda än konkreta erfarenheter. Men denna information kan ändå bli en 
del av ens uppfattningar om verkligheten. 
Denna studie ställer följande frågor: Hur relaterar vi till nyhetsmedier som förmedlare av 
sådan abstrakt information? Är vi medvetna om våra nyhetskällors inflytande på vår förståelse 
av världen? Varför ägnar vi oss överhuvud taget åt inhämtandet av nyheter? 
Studien är både teoretisk och empirisk till sin karaktär. Den presenterar socialpsykologiska 
teorier som kan bidra till en förståelse av varför ’verkligheten’ är ett relativt fenomen, 
förbunden med människors erfarenheter, utformad enligt (media)rapporteringens formgivning 
och logik och förstådd på ett selektivt sätt. En intervjustudie med tio frivilliga deltagare syftar 
till att belysa verkliga personers försök att hantera ”vad som pågår i världen”. 
Resultaten visar att olika aspekter är viktiga för förståelsen av människors relation till 
nyhetsmedierna: informationen som ges, förväntningar av den som letar efter information, 
eller en kritisk syn på hur nyhetsmedier sköter sitt jobb. 
Enligt de intervjuade finns olika skäl till att samla in information om omvärlden. 
Huvudanledningen uppgavs vara personliga anledningar, intresse för andra personer, eller 
övertygelsen att information är basen för gemensam handling, om man vill åstadkomma 
positiv förändring. I intervjuerna framkom det även att många intervjupersoner var kritiska till 
att nyhetsmedier ofta fokuserar på negativa händelser. Detta ansågs kunna leda till känslor av 
apati. 
Några av de intervjuade uttryckte även genomtänkta idéer om hur pass ’representativa’ de 
rapporterade nyhetsinslagen är (eller kan vara) för vad som anses vara den bakomliggande 
’verkligheten’. 
Nyhetsmediernas publik ansågs inte vara kritiskt nog för att mer djupgående kunna tänka 
igenom nyhetsinslagen. Denna åsikt uttrycktes oftast i samband med reflektioner om andra 
personer. Detta mentala fjärmandet från andra personer sades i sin tur kunna bidra till känslan 
av att inte vara i stånd att (gemensamt) kunna påverka ’verkligheten’ som kommuniceras till 
oss via nyhetsmedierna. 

 

Nyckelord: 

Intervjustudie, nyhetsmedier, publik, realitet, social konstruktionism 
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Attachment_A 

 

QUESTIONNAIRE, containing details about percentages of  answers  
School of social sciences    
Study about the news                                                                  by Vivian Röhl (vroex06@student.vxu.se) 

1. Do you watch (listen to, read) The News ? 
Yes 

82,5 % 

No 

7,5 % 

I don't know 

10,0 % 

2. How often do you watch (listen to, read) The 
News ? 

0-1 /week 

25,0 % 

2-4 /week 

27,5 % 

5-7 /week 

40,0 %1 

3. a) What do you prefer for getting The News  at 
home?   

TV 

 

Newspaper 

 

Radio 

 

Internet 

 

3. b)  What do you prefer for getting The News  in 
Sweden? 

TV 

 

Newspaper 

 

Radio 

 

Internet 

 

4. Do you sometimes think about what you saw on The News ? 
Yes 

85,0 % 

No 

7,5 % 

5. Do you sometimes talk about what you saw on The News ? 
Yes 

85,0 % 

No 

7,5 % 

6. Do you remember something that you saw on The News ? 
Yes 

82,5 % 

No 

7,5 % 

  7. Please give an example of something that you 
remember:  

  

8. Are you interested in The News ?  
Yes 

82,5 % 

No 

7,5 % 

9. Is it important for you to watch (listen to, read) "The News"? 
Yes 

77,5 % 

No 

7,5 % 

                                                
1 Differences to 100% are caused by omissions by people answering the questionnaire.  
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Some background 

 

How old are you? 

What is your major at home? 

 
What are you studying here in Sweden now?  

 
Where are you from?  

I am... 
Male 

48,6 % 

Female 

51,4 % 

 

I want to conduct interviews to find out more    

Would you like to participate? 
Yes 

27,5 % 

No 

50,0 % 

Maybe 

22,5 % 

If yes or maybe, please write down your e-mail address:   

  

Thank you! 
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Attachment_B  
   
INTERVIEWGUIDE 

- Depending on you, the interview will take about one hour. 
- Can I tape the interview? 
Information 
My name is Vivian Röhl and I m a student at the school of social sciences here in Växjö. 
I m conducting a study about audience relations  to news media. My paper will be 
published on the website of the Växjö University in autumn.  
I guarantee that your answers will be used for research purposes only.  
I guarantee your anonymity and I subscribe to the ethical standards established by the 
vetenskapsrådet  (Swedish scientific council for social sciences and the humanities)  

I have to remind you that your participation is completely voluntary. 
Do you want to be interviewed today? 

Furthermore I want to remind you that you don t have to answer a question if you don t 
want to and that you can take your time to think about your answer, there is no rush. 

You are free to determine your participation at any time. 

Are you ready? 

1. Please describe a typical situation of you watching, reading or listening to the news. 
Which medium do you use, what time of day is it, where are you? 
Are you alone, who else is with you? 
How often does this situation occur?  
 

2. What kind of medium is that? (in detail) 
Type of newspaper, program, webpage... (political opinion, what audience?) 
How trustworthy would you say this medium is?  
What would you guess: how usual is the use of this special news medium in 
your country?  
 

3. Please imagine I don t know what the news  is. How would you explain to me 

what the news is and why do you watch it? 

What kinds of things are reported in the news? 
Do you miss something in the news? (Do you feel well informed about what is 
going on in the world?) 
Can you imagine a world without the news media? 

 
4. Many people say they wanna know what s going on in the world . Would you agree? 

 
5. Do you sometimes talk about the news? 

With who? 
About? 
Why?  
 

6. Did your pattern for information-gathering  change during your life? 
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Did you use other kinds of newspapers, programs earlier?  
What do people who are close to you use for special kinds of news media? 

7. What kinds of news are especially interesting to you? 
Why?  
 

The news media can only cover a part of what is going on in the world . When you 

compare this part to your own conception of the world, do you think the smaller 

parts generally reflect the bigger picture?  

Is something missing? 
What do they focus upon? 
Would you say the news media covers the most important parts of what is 
going on ?  
 

8. One says the news media provide a picture of what is going on in the world.  
Do you have an opinion about what is going on in the world? 
Do you have the feeling that you could influence what is going o in the world? 
Would you like to have more/less possibilities to influence what is going on? 

9. Sometimes, when problems are presented in the news media, people who are said to be 
responsible for solving these problems are presented as well. Who would you judge 
these people s abilities to solve the problems they are confronted with?  

- for example politicians 
-  

10. What would you say are the biggest problems today, globally speaking?  
Do you think these problems could be solved? 

11. What kinds of events reported in the news media do you remember (from your whole 
life)? 

Do you remember the bomb attacks in Mumbai (Bombay) in November 2008? 
How did you get to know about it? 
Who was responsible? 
Who were the victims? 
What were the motives? 
 
Do you remember the attacks in the USA in September 2001?  
How did you get to know about it? 
Who was responsible? 
Who were the victims? 
What were the motives? 

Did your opinion (for ex about the Middle East or the US) change after that event ?  
 

12. Do you think the news can have an impact on how people reflect about things 

that are going on in the world ?  
 

13. Did you have any expectations about this study? 
Did you expect any other questions? 
Do you want to talk about something else (news related) that you think is 
important? 
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Attachment_C 
 

               Male-female participation  

               My first sample consisted of 173 persons, 84 males and 89 females. Even though the females  

               were more inclined to answer the questionnaire they only made up one third of my third sample  

               (interview participants). 
 

                Sample 1  

 
 Observed N 

male 84 

female 89 

Total 173 

 

             This can be explained by the fact that males were more inclined to answer if they wanted to   

             participate in the interview study in the first place (sample 2):  
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Age of participants   

          Sample 2         Sample 3 

  

        87,5 % of the persons who answered the questionnaire were at this point in their early twenties  

        (20-23 years), 90,0 % of the interview participants were at the time when they answered the  

        questionnaire 20-23 years old. 

  
Nationality of participants   

            Sample 2          Sample 3 

         Persons from fifteen different nation-states answered my questionnaire (out of twenty-seven     

         in sample 1). In my interview study people from six different nation-states participated. Five   

         of the countries represented in the interview study (all except Gambia) are the countries from   

         which I got responses to the questionnaires from both males and females.  
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 Attachment_D 
 

 

Attendance to news media (days/week) 

 

 

         Sample 2          Sample 3 
  

  
In the rest of sample 2 there is an almost equal 
distribution of low, medium, and high frequent  
use of the news media. 

There is proportionally more high frequent  
attendance in sample 3. The three medium  
attendances are represented by the three females  
in the interview study. 

 
 

Preferred news medium in home-country 

 

  
There are more TV news viewers and newspaper  
readers in the rest of sample 2. 

There are no newspaper readers represented in  
the interview study. 
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Attachment_E 

ACCS (Access): male, 37 years old, Gambia  

“I can’t stay a day without logging in or watching. I can’t.” 

ACCS uses multiple news media, especially radio and television, but in Sweden also the  internet, 

since it is available. To him the radio, namely RFI and different television programmes are ”a cheap 

way and practical way, of getting to know about things that are happening in the world.”  His view on 

different news media sources is multilayered. On the one hand he thinks that they can try to give 

”balanced” information and ”to make sure that people are happy with the way they conduct their 

business”. On the other hand ACCS thinks that there can be bias regarding what is covered in the 

news. He for example finds fault with that Africa is often portrayed as a scene for negative events. But 

he also points out that it is in one’s own responsibility to look for other sources, if one has access to 

them: “I have to look for other sources for the information and then try to contrast them. And then, 

obviously you will come up with the truth, or at least different sides of the story. And then you make 

up your mind”. 

ACCS thinks that it makes a difference who is writing the news stories. On the one hand he says that a 

person with personal attachment to a country makes it more reliable.   

 

But still this person somehow is attached to the African continent. And of course he tries to be 

as objective as possible, as compared to a non-African, who wouldn’t have any link, emotional 

link, with Africa. So people listen to this programme, focus on Africa. I think the main reason 

why they do so is because they feel: this is done by Africans. And that it reflects the truth of 

what is happening in Africa.  

 

On the other hand he points out that it can be an advantage to report about a society one is not so 

involved in, because there one can see and discuss phenomena the involved people wouldn’t realize as 

worth reporting. He uses “the gay phenomenon” for illustration purposes a couple of times in the 

interview (as something he knows about only through media).  

  

 But when European media reports about Europe, they talk about the economy. They don’t talk 

about the gay problem because they don’t see it as a problem. But if I was like... An African, a 

Gambian reporter in Europe, I would talk about the gay problem. Because I see it as strange. 

And something that my people in the Gambia would like to know better. It’s just an example, 

you know. 

I got the impression that news, and information in general, are quite important to ACCS. He not only 

wants to have a balanced, trustworthy source to inform himself about current events, he also seems to 

constantly want to learn about new phenomena in order to be able to relate to other people: “In this 

world, the more you know about people, about things, about countries, about events, the better off you 

are. Prepared, to take up challenges.” If one is not eager to try to find out more about other ways of 

thinking, one will not be able to relate to other people as easily: “There is no way I will understand the 

other one. There is no way I will appreciate other person’s opinions, because I don’t know about it.” 

ACCS also points out that watching the news on TV is more appealing to him because it allows a 

different kind of identification with the persons in question: “And you can gage the emotional state of 

people. And if you can do that it’s more appealing to you. You feel more involved somehow; more 

related to what is happening, than if you just heard about it”. He also thinks that it is more convincing 

and tells me about the Gambian saying: Seeing is believing.  

Concerning the influence-question ACCS says: “I think as an individual that’s the most important 

thing. Whenever I have the opportunity, wherever I can voice my opinion, I do so”. But with respect to 

politicians he doesn’t think they can achieve much. ACCS says that other people have this kind of 
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influence, people you usually don’t hear much about: “They are anonymous. But they are achieving. 

They are working on the ground”. 

 

The biggest problem in the world is according to ACCS this: “We don’t know about each other”. He 

says that people tend to “fear the unknown” and become “protective” when faced with strangers, 

which they could see as threatening. He thinks it would be good if we “forced ourselves to know more 

about other people”, because that would lead to a broader understanding of different phenomena and 

an increased appreciation of other people.  

When I ask him if it is important for him to have an idea about the different parts of the world, his 

response comprised this: “I think our mission on earth is to be informed and to learn. And try to 

develop some things in one way or the other. You develop as Europeans... I’m trying to understand 

why is it that you know very little about other parts of the world.” First, that points to the thought that 

information can be connected to ‘development’. Secondly it also points to the contradiction that 

Europeans, (which ACCS describes as “at a certain stage of development”) – for his understanding – 

don’t seem to seek more information about other parts of the world. His hypothesis is that European 

states are “more self-sufficient” and providing for and protecting their citizens. ACCS finishes the 

thought with comparing Europeans and Gambians, and points to the difference concerning not 

thinking or thinking about “basic things”. He says that the motivation is “to improve your status”. I got 

the feeling that he meant that, if the “basic things” are taken for granted, the will to improve one’s 

situation and the will to inform oneself about other ways of life somehow declines. I think that, since 

he initiated the thought with the words “I’m trying to understand why...” It seems it is a strange idea to 

him that people, or according to him a whole continent, could loose interest in learning more about 

“people from other horizons”.  

 

 

HOPE (Hopeful): female, 21 years old, China 

 

“You know, in China, if you spread the false news to the public... It’s forbidden, in the law.” 

HOPE uses the TV on weekends and the internet during the week. She has an email subscription from 

the Financial Times. On weekends she watches the news on TV with her family, during dinner time in 

the living room. It has always been like that: “Because the parents, they want to know the news or 

what happened. So as a child I’ve been with the parents while they looked, or watched the TV”. She 

thinks it is common in China to watch the news on this channel during that time. Her confidence in 

this program is big, bigger than in the news one can find on the internet: “I think the only way to, you 

know, this is the false news, is just the internet. Maybe there is some false information. But in the 

television it won’t happen “. 

HOPE has a relationship to the news focuses on what could affect her personally. When I ask her, why 

she watches the news she answers: “I think, maybe I care about the things happening around me. Yes, 

I should know the things happening around me, what things happened. Will they have a relationship 

with me or will it effect me. Ya, I think it’s important”.  

How important the news are to her I can’t say, but that they are of importance shows the statement she 

made when I asked her if she could imagine a world without news media: “I think it’s awful. [laughs] I 

think the news is very important in your life. If there is no news, I don’t know how to live. Yes. It’s 

better for you and your life”. 

It has a social dimension for her, too. She says she sometimes talks about the news when she found 

something “interesting or surprising”. I feel she means that she can use these things to cultivate 

relationships. She says “I will share the news with my classmates”. I think the fact that she used the 

word “share” instead of ‘tell’ or ‘talk’ points to the social character information can take on for her.  

But there is another way she relates to news, a more practically oriented one. She talks about her major 

economics and the role information about economical issues play ever since she started to study it: “I 
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should know more about economics news. Because when we have class we should relate the facts to 

the theory”. She also tells me that she is studying economics because her parents advised her to and 

that her interest in economics was not profound before she started to study at the university.  

HOPE is aware of the agenda setting processes the media sources are shaped by: “Every country has 

their own... their way, to report the news. Because in China they maybe report the news that are good 

for China, but not bad for China.” She adds that she uses other news sources when she feels the need 

to broaden the information base about an issue. “Maybe I will surf the internet, to have some 

perspective, to have different perspectives”.  

HOPE does not believe that she has some influence on what’s going on in the world right now: 

“Because the individual is so tiny. I don’t think that I can influence the world. [laughs]”. But she 

thinks that she could gain influence in the future through her job and by influencing the government in 

order to do good for the Chinese citizenry. She can imagine “to give some advice to the authority, the 

government, to improve the people’s lives. Yes. [laughs]”.  

When asking about politicians HOPE seems confident in their abilities to solve problems they are 

confronted with. “But not individuals. They must be a group, and together, to do their best to solve the 

problems. I have the confidence in them”. She does not only believe that they will be able to solve 

problems, she also assumes personal dedication. I think HOPE is the only one of my interview 

participants who does believe that her government will “do their best” to work on problems.  

The biggest global problem to her is the economical situation, “the recession”. She talks about 

investment banks which went bankrupt, first in the USA. “And the American economy is the heart of 

the world, so it affects the whole world.” After having talked about the consequences for China, I ask 

if she thinks these problems could be solved. With regard to the USA she responded: “I think they will 

recover from the depression”. Concerning China she said: “Yes, I think the government can solve the 

problem”.  

HOPE thinks, not the news have the biggest impact on how people reflect about issues, but 

commenting programmes have. She refers to one in which for example professors discuss current 

issues: “we will gain some knowledge and we will have the perspective to see... to see the issue in a 

different way”. She likes to get to know their ways of reflection.  

In the end of the interview HOPE wanted to know about how China is portrayed in Swedish news. She 

heard of a friend that a Swedish girl had learned from the news that somewhere in China furs where 

produced using living animals. She was concerned about that: “And I was very surprised about that. In 

China, we didn’t hear that. So maybe some news in the foreign countries... maybe it’s false news, 

about China. Maybe misleading the people... about... the impression about China”. I have the feeling 

she finds the idea somewhat disturbing that there could be “false news” about China. Unfortunately I 

didn’t find out more about her thoughts about how one could judge whether information was false or 

not.  

 

SCEP (healthy scepticism): male, 21 years old, USA 

“That’s probably one of the reasons why I follow the news anyway, to keep being informed 

about the dialogue, how the things evolve, all the situations we’re in.” 

SCEP mostly uses the internet for getting the news, namely the BBC. Occasionally he also uses other 

media, for example he listens to NPR when he is driving in a car alone. He trusts the news sources of 

his choice, but he also wants to keep “a healthy scepticism” about what he learns from the news. When 

asking him what he means by that he clarifies it like that: “I try just not to take everything as a matter 

of fact, no matter what the source, no matter how trustworthy people may think it is or not”. I get the 
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feeling that attending to the news is important to SCEP: “And it just helps me, basically, understand 

everyone and everything around me a little better”. Nevertheless, he seems to want to be the highest 

authority when it comes to judging the value of any information. He also makes that point later on in 

the interview when we discussed the meaning of personal experiences in reflecting about occurrences 

in the world. He says: “Ideally you can trust yourself more than any reporter or newscaster”.  

SCEP not only mentions that news consist of different information but he also adds that things covered 

by the news media must have passed a process of selection and must be what he calls “important or 

noteworthy”. That he does not necessarily see that as a value free operation is hinted by his thought, 

that it is possible to add rather subjective meanings to the information. SCEP also seems to feel that it 

is possible to prevent that from happening to a greater extent. But I think he sees that in relative terms 

because he later utters the opinion that journalist’s decisions will have an impact on his audience. This 

part is from the discussion between SCEP and KNOW about journalist’s and people’s responsibilities 

in the process of treating information: 

I think they can have a motive of how they want the public opinion to evolve. /.../ I think, most 

of the time, it just kind of happens, organically, based on people’s personal ideologies, how 

they approach a story. That’s part of a news organisation. But, I think any good reporter is 

aware that they are shaping the opinion.  

SCEP has the feeling that he can always find enough information about what interests him. He also 

seems to feel that attending to news has become an important part of the human world. When I ask 

him if he could imagine a world without news media he expresses the thought that it is something 

ineradicable: “so if it weren’t for the news media, it wouldn’t be very long before it starts to reappear 

again”.  

When I ask SCEP if he likes to attend to the news, his response points to a couple of different ideas he 

associates with the news:  

I enjoy it. That’s not to say it can’t be frustrating or depressing./.../ Because, I mean, the 

stories I find very important affect me in that way, so it’s probably better that I know about it, 

cause that’s the first step in trying to fix something. /.../ I enjoy reading about it, being able to 

talk about it”.  

First, it has emotional effects on him, which is to say he can realize that there are things in the world 

that need fixing. Secondly he sees the information about it as necessary basic ingredient in a possible 

process of solving a problem. Thirdly he finds personal joy in being informed and in talking to other 

people about current events. This social aspect seems to be a motivating factor despite the 

“depressing” effects he feels. SCEP mentions that he likes to argue with his father or his friends in a 

“playful” manner, which is with people he knows and who he describes in terms of having a different 

or a similar “ideology” compared to him. He describes the process of his “personal shift” concerning 

his “ideology” as closely connected to the way he uses the news media. After using the media his 

parents subscribed to, he started to look for his own way of using the news media around the age of 

fifteen. SCEP means that getting his own computer played an important role concerning the use of the 

internet as his primary source for news related information. Now he doesn’t like TV news because one 

has no chance of choosing the topics that are covered by the news programmes and he does not 

appreciate that they are “appealing to your sense of urgency and your fears”.  

Accordingly, SCEP doesn’t want to be “blinded or drawn in” by what the news media puts the most 

emphasis on. He is aware that important things are going on in the world without the media paying 

attention. For example he and KNOW talk about how the media focuses on the Middle East and 

ignored other events they deem important: “And we were talking about how that kind of gives a 

misconception of reality”. That is why it is important to him to judge for himself what he thinks is 

important and what he wants to read about. Nevertheless he acknowledges that the news plays a big 

part in what one becomes aware of when it comes to different parts of the world. He relies on this 
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source of information concerning places he can’t physically be present at: “You know, I can only be 

were I am at a time, so as far as developing an idea of the world... The news is very much a large part 

of that”.   

If he has an influence on what’s going on in the world is not really relevant to him. He feels that 

politicians are in a position where they could be seen as responsible for solving problems. He thinks 

they spent too much time with irrelevant things but hopes they can solve problems they are confronted 

with, but not without the citizenry: “as much as we give these people a larger responsibility, it doesn’t 

mean that you’re removing yourself from a part of the responsibility”. 

 

KNOW (knowing about problems): male, 21 years old, USA 

“The news shapes my bigger picture of the world.” 

KNOW gets the news mostly from the website of the BBC and from NPR (radio). He thinks both 

sources are “fairly unbiased” but admits that it would be hard for him to detect any bias, because he 

shares “their political stance”. Even though he says he trusts their reports he wants to point out that he 

is not easily persuaded in believing things in an uncritical way. As an example he takes reporting 

about a scientific study: “But I’m not gonna, like, take the verdict, as necessarily true”.  

When he reads the news, he is particularly interested in international affairs. He says he thinks it is 

interesting to follow developments between different countries, “to see how they react to each other.” 

KNOW is also aware that what is reported by the news media has consequences for people in real life: 

“This is actually important, you know, it affects the different people”.  

His definition of the news seems down-to-earth to me: “The news is just a description of an event that 

happened and that somebody decided was important enough to tell other people about”. 

KNOW tells me that also some positive news are reported, for example by NPR. I ask him what he 

thinks about that and his response gives me the feeling that he likes it and that it arouses some positive 

feelings in him: 

 I think it’s good. I don’t find that particularly interesting, [laughs] but it’s nice to just, like, 

hear about that every once in a while. You hear that people actually are doing something. It’s 

good to know. I think it helps establish community... or you at least think that there is 

community somewhere [laughs]. 

The last remark points to a reoccurring theme that came up with several interview participants, namely 

wish to feel part of a community. 

He thinks that he has enough access to information he is interested in, especially on the internet, but he 

thinks “it would be nice” if there were more explanatory articles about for example political 

associations like Hezbollah or Hamas. I get the feeling he means it can be difficult to understand the 

bigger picture if one is left with a lot of fragmented detail information.  

When I ask KNOW if he could imagine a world without news media he answers that he can’t see 

“how it would be possible to get to that point. Because people like talking about current events.” He 

means that if it wasn’t for the news it would “be encouraged to start a newspaper or something,” 

because he feels that people in general have a genuine interest in telling each other what is happening. 

He personally talks mostly to his family and friends, people that he knows and who often have 

“similar views.” 

He doesn’t like the TV news, because he feels “they try to make it more entertaining, and then you 

can’t learn as much” and “they don’t really cover anything in depths”.  
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Even though KNOW feels that he can make more choices in gathering information the way he does, 

he still thinks that what is covered by the news media has an impact on his reflections about the world. 

I think the bigger picture is probably very much affected by the current news. Because that 

states the only information I get about the rest of the world. So, the news shapes my bigger 

picture of the world. But specific information is lacking, I realize that. But then I really don’t 

know what to do with the lack. 

He tells me that he has had a discussion about South America and how “stuff is happening in South 

America. And there is no news about it.” He thinks the only way to solve that dilemma would be to 

make your own experiences: “I don’t see how your bigger picture of the world would be too much 

different from the news’s. As long as you don’t ravel around the world and get your own experiences.”  

I ask him why that would be a better way of learning about the world and he responds that you “will 

be more attuned to the nuances of things, and you will be able to make your own conclusions, instead 

of taking somebody else’s conclusions”. 

KNOW thinks though, that knowing about problems from the news is better than not knowing about 

them at all: “You can keep informed about all those different problems, so you at least know that they 

are happening, instead of living in your tiny little bubble.” 

He thinks that he could influence the world “a tiny little bit” but not “to a point where the world would 

actually notice.” But he wouldn’t want to be in an influential position either. KNOW does not believe 

that for example politicians could solve a lot of problems. Instead he thinks that it is important that for 

example a “nation has to realize” it if there is a problem that affects its members and then 

“everybody’s got to instantly work on” the problems at hand.   

The news media could play a part in this realizing process he talks about. Later in the interview we 

discuss the impact news media can have on people and he says: “I think the news definitely influences 

people’s opinions. Even if it affects just that they have an opinion. ‘Cause If the news never even 

covered a story, people would probably never... So, they wouldn’t have an opinion at all.” 

 

CHAN (change the perception): female, 22 years old, Mexico  

“I like to put things into perspective and not to just take everything that is said to be true.” 

CHAN usually listens to a radio programme conducted by a political analyst, on her way to school. 

Since she does not have this possibility right now, she feels she “has not been so connected to the 

news” lately. She sometimes watches the TV news although she doesn’t like the way it is conducted. 

She feels they “give a negative connotation” to what they report and thereby “kind of brainwash the 

citizens.” I let her tell me more about that feeling and she says: “That fear /.../ that they are fostering 

into people’s perceptions, it’s not a very good thing to do”. Concerning the radio programme she 

listens to she thinks that it is not as “blind” and that the analyst’s comments are more “informed” and 

that he lets people know “the two sides of the coin.”  CHAN thinks: “It’s not about making news, it’s 

about really letting people know the facts”. 

If she watches the news on TV she often does it with her mom and then they criticize the news anchors 

and comment on how biased the information is that they give. Especially disturbing to her is that they 

focus on negative things. She gives an example and says that Mexico city is being portrayed as a very 

“dangerous” city and that one “shouldn’t be travelling” there. Later on she adds: “that much negativity 

doesn’t get us anywhere”. She thinks that this kind of reporting leads to a feeling of “apathy” among 

citizens and that the national news fosters the belief “that we cannot do anything to change old 

practices”. She thinks it is “sad to see that the people who are watching the national network are 

believing and trusting what they want them to trust.” 
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She herself likes to take a more active stand and talks to her friends about what they think should be 

done to improve for example the “political culture in Mexico.” She thinks there should be more 

possibilities “for the citizens to speak their minds and not just let politicians do whatever they want.” 

Logically consistent CHAN means that the news is a way of getting informed to both being able to 

have an informed opinion and to have “more civic culture.” It seems as if the news to her could also be 

a basis for taking action. But she also thinks that it is important to look for other sources once one 

becomes aware of a topic one is interested in. She says “maybe the news just makes us want to find 

out more about a specific thing.” And then “we have to find the other sources” to gather more 

profound knowledge about it. She also likes talking to other people about the news to have a “second 

opinion.” I ask her if that is important and she replies: “For me it’s important. Because it opens my 

mind and it gets me out of my comfort zone to really think about what’s going on and how the people 

beside me understand what’s happening in the world.” 

When I ask her if she could imagine a world without news media, her immediate reaction is to say that 

she thinks it “would be easier.” I let her explain and she means that life would be more “happy”, 

“empty” and “boring” and that she wouldn’t like it. CHAN thinks it would be possible “especially if 

the public opinion starts to have the apathy feeling that’s getting worse and worse.” I interpret that 

statement in connection with her thoughts about how the “individualistic interests” seem to gain more 

and more importance over group- or social interests. I think she means if the apathy feeling she 

describes leads to that people do not care about what is going on in the world, they wouldn’t care if 

someone reports about it or not either. 

She herself and her friends also use online newspapers from other countries to be able to “compare 

what is been said.” Even though she thinks a lot of stories are often quite similar, she thinks it is 

“interesting to know what the people from other countries are, like, getting. The information.”  

CHAN is mostly interested in political news and likes to know “how things are done in different 

countries”. Nevertheless she thinks it is “impossible” to “gather the big picture” of all the correlating 

events in the world from only relying on the news. She means that besides biased news stations there 

is “also a lack of time and space, and lack of... public interest. So the big picture can never be fully 

shown”. But there are things that she thinks should be shown: 

Missing, not about topics, but about how to give the news, is the positive things. Like, 

seriously, like, most of the time it’s the negative things. So people get the sense of apathy. 

And that they are not able to change anything, but... that’s the way things are done. And if they 

start to give more positive, humanitarian, political, economical news, then the perception of 

how a country is seen and the world’s situation is regarded as, will be much more closer to 

what they believe and not just the negative... 

When I ask her about her possibilities to influence what’s going on her answer is in that spirit and she 

is referring to her reasons to study political sciences: “I hope that I’m gonna be able to change, like, 

the focus on what’s going on, so it’s more broadened and closer to the truth.” She thinks that 

politicians somehow are responsible for solving problems but she points out that big problems need 

more “public” solutions.  

She thinks it is important to reflect about what one is presented with by the news media because 

otherwise one could “be, just like repeating the dialogues, and be brainwashed into thinking what they 

think.” Even though she thinks that one can prevent this by reflecting she argues that the news media 

should change their way of portraying. She valuates the possibility for that to happen as rather small 

because it is “utopian” to hope that the public will demand from the news media to change the way of 

conducting their business as long as a large number of the public is caught up in a feeling of apathy. 

She sees the dilemma and points out that it will be difficult to make people realize they have to change 

what is affecting them.   
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SOPH (Philosophy): male, 23 years old, Turkey 

“I don’t like news, to tell the truth.” 

SOPH is not eager to follow the news. At home in his household he has access to two newspapers a 

TV and the internet, which he occasionally uses to get a look at the news if he feels something 

important is going on. He would hear about something like that from people’s conversations around 

him. Later on when we talk about specific pieces of news he says: “My friends were talking and I 

heard that the elections are coming.”  

He has reasons not to follow the news. It does not fit his expectations and it makes him 

“uncomfortable.” When I asked him why he does not like following the news he replies: 

[laughs]Turkey lies between Europe and the Middle East and it’s always a complicated 

situation. And when you listen to news, or when you follow the news... It always disturbs me. 

Makes me uncomfortable. And actually, I don’t like following the news too much. My 

expectations are different. When I open the newspaper, half of the newspaper is on politics.  

And I don’t like too much politics. I expect maybe half the news... Maybe culture news, 

philosophy news, psychology news.” 

I find his definition of the news logically consistent. He describes it as “a source of information”. To 

him it is only a source, one source, nothing more. The only news he likes to follow is sports news, 

especially football. Otherwise he is more interested in reading books or talking to his friends, online, 

too. He likes to talk about philosophical ideas. 

I want to know more about why he doesn’t follow the news. SOPH says the way of portraying events 

is too negative and when people watch it “they become sad and they become upset, in Turkey”. And 

he doesn’t want to become upset. I ask him who buys the newspapers at his home. His father does. 

Then I want to know if his father becomes sad when reading the newspapers. SOPH answers: 

Actually, no. [laughs] My, father... Maybe he got used to it. And some people are aware... 

Actually, there are big companies, and they have biased opinions and they are misguiding 

people sometimes. When people are aware of the business, [that] it’s not true and not 

everything is bad in Turkey, they are not much upset. But, you know, some people really 

[unclear] the news and believe them. 

So he thinks it makes a difference whether or not one is aware of how the business is conducted. He 

doesn’t find the news media in Turkey particularly trustworthy either: “Ya, not trustworthy. The big 

companies have maybe half of the media in their hands and they are directing the news, how they 

want.”  

I think he does not feel that the news media is worth spending a lot of time with. He thinks he can 

influence the world for example by writing about philosophy with people online. Accordingly he 

argues that philosophy plays a big part concerning how human beings organize the social life of man. 

He thinks that not a lot of people are interested in it, though. I ask him if he believes that “things 

would change” if more people were interested in philosophy. SOPH says: 

Of course, in the past Philosophy has changed the world. For example psychology, psychology 

has influenced and it’s a philosophy. And now, actually, too many people are not aware of all 

that, and are not aware of... economical, and again, economy is a philosophy. And if people 

would be aware, I think, /.../ maybe things were better. [laughs] 

He thinks that it would be important for people to realize the formative influences that make up our 

living conditions. He also points out that “capitalism is a Philosophy” when we talk about the financial 

crises.  
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I interpret what he is saying as solving problems needs far reaching solutions, not just slight 

modifications of the existing practices. Consistently he does not share a belief that politicians could fix 

a lot of problems they are presented with: “But not me. I don’t believe that politicians can solve the 

problems.” 

Instead of asking him about the specific news sources I ask him when he started to be interested in 

philosophy. SOPH studies computer sciences and this is his reply:  

Ya, the computers are... [taps on the laptop] These are machines. And people are not 

machines. I’m not a machine. And I’m thinking. /.../ Actually, most of the people, after 

studying some time, computers, they get bored in computers and they are coming to 

philosophy. 

 

 

AUTH (authentic interpersonal relationships): male, 21 years old, USA 

“From that moment on I started challenging everything that I was told.” 

AUTH gets the news mostly from the website of the BBC, including the podcast services, and at home 

also from NPR (radio), which he describes as “a very complete source of information.” He thinks the 

“BBC tries pretty hard to be unbiased.” AUTH says he thinks they have “high standards of 

journalism” and that they are “not trying to proof a point. They are not trying to sway me politically or 

whatever.” That fits his definition of news, which he prefers to be presented in an “unslanted” way. 

The news to AUTH is:  

hopefully someone reporting and someone investigating and outlining a particular 

phenomenon, or something, an occurrence in the world... Hopefully an unslanted point of 

view, without an agenda, they try to just report something that has occurred, that could be 

perceived. 

It seems to me as if he would want the news to be a kind of extension of his possibilities to experience 

the world. His answer to why he attends to the news also points in that direction:  “So that I can stay 

on top of what’s going on, outside my physical community, outside my own personal experiences. So, 

ya, just to know what’s going on.” 

AUTH can imagine to live without the news media, because it depends on his “mindset” whether he is 

interested in the news or not. Sometimes his “physical relationships” in his “physical community” 

have the clear priority. At other times he wants to be “connected” with what is physically out of his 

reach: “when I’m feeling more geared towards how much of the world operates today, much more 

interconnected, globalized, then ya, it’s nice to have the news to keep me connected with other stuff 

that’ going on.” Later on he adds that in today’s interconnected world it “seems almost imprudent not 

to know what’s going on, outside my physical community.” 

As a cross between having an interpersonal relation and finding out about things that are going on 

elsewhere, AUTH also sometimes talks about what he reads about in the news, for the most part with 

people “who care.” He thinks it’s “rather difficult to have a good conversation with a lot of different 

people”. But he “can talk to certain family members who care and to certain friends who care.”  

AUTH is one of the few of my interview participants who elaborates the question whether or not he 

would agree to the statement that the reason for attending to the news is to get to know what’s going 

on in the world. He says: 
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I would think so. Because I ... I think it’s a decent source of..., well I was gonna say a decent 

source of basic education, but I guess it depends on the source. Because if the source is really 

biased and is giving you more of opinions and is trying to, kind of sway, how you believe... 

it’s not really education, it’s more indoctrination. But this unbiased source that’s just 

providing material that allows you to make the judgements; I think that’s a good source of 

education.  

I think this passage illustrates the growing awareness he describes concerning his relation to 

information sources. He says when he was little, information he got from his parents, teachers and 

friends “impacted” him in a “really unfiltered way.” He describes that process as a kind of 

“indoctrination” which he was “never really challenging.” That changed: “as I matured I didn’t want 

to be indoctrinated, I wanted to analyze material and choose for myself.” He thinks that the key 

experience was when his girlfriend became really upset due to his narrow minded ideas of their future 

life together. It made him think and he started questioning information he was given: 

So it was a domino effect, I was challenging all the processes that told me how to see the 

world. And as a result I was much more, you know, critical of what news sources I... I was not 

just gonna take anything as: this is true, but analyzing, critiquing, /.../ That’s what started the 

whole transition of... you know, critical analysis of information.  

It is also important to AUTH what sources people around him use for sources of information. I ask 

him about that after he tells me that he got his mother “hooked on NPR.” He says: “Ya, I think it’s 

important, because it affects how they see the world. And that probably affects how they interact with 

me” and other people. He talks about “unchallenged” views, for example those of a “bigot or racist” as 

something that can be spread, because people will “interact with others and then pushing that influence 

on to others, with an unchallenged perspective.” 

When I ask him if he thinks that the news covers the most important parts of what’s going on, he says 

he thinks “it tries really hard to.” But AUTH is also aware that the news media can only provide 

representations of real events or real people. We talk about one of many pictures on a wall in his room 

(on it one can see a man carrying the lifeless body of a child). He says: “I mean these news are real. 

This is real life. This is real relationships. But it’s just a picture.”   

He means that he himself “conjures up feelings” of empathy or injustice. Earlier on he has told me that 

a friend of his is not particularly interested in the news because he lacks “actual relationships” with the 

people shown there and that any care would be an “imaginary” one. I get the feeling that AUTH is 

empathetic to that view but when I later on I ask him why he put up the upper mentioned picture he 

answers that it is “a reminder of... life” and “a representation of /.../ a powerful aspect of the human 

condition.” My interpretation of that would be that a less “actual relationship” does not necessarily 

have to be an irrelevant one, since the “imaginary relationships” remind him of the “human condition.”  

Nevertheless the “real relationships” are more important to AUTH. He says he influences the world 

wherever he is. He doesn’t want to influence the world in a big way anymore, like earlier in his life 

when he wanted to join the Peace Corps. Instead he feels what is important is “real relationships”, the 

interaction in the here and now.  

Even though he is critical to the prevailing socioeconomically living conditions in capitalistic societies 

he thinks that politicians can impact things and work on problems.  
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DIFF (different channels): male, 21 years old, USA 

“On TV, I feel like I’m told everything, but I know I’m not.” 

DIFF’s number one source for the news is AOL but he also watches it on the TV channels CNN and 

FOX, especially if he hears something that interests him: “at home, my parents leave the TV on, on 

CNN or FOX. And if I see a story that interests me I sit down and watch it for about twenty minutes.” 

He does not trust the AOL news “a hundred percent” because he is aware of occurrences when they 

“apologized about it the next week because they found out it was a hokes or a joke or something.” 

His definition of the news focuses on the part of those who spread the news: “I would say that the 

news is people’s way of informing the public of current events and how a crisis, anything that goes 

on... how to get information out to the public.” Logically consistent he describes his reason for 

following the news, which is gathering that information: “in order to be informed. About what’s going 

on. Instead of being completely oblivious to everything around you.” 

Later on I ask him if he likes to watch the news. He says he “prefers to do other things” but he also 

thinks it is “necessary.” When I ask him why, he says you one be for example a better voter if one is 

informed and that ”you can make your own better decisions on information, collected information 

you’ve gathered.” He also says he wants to “keep up” with current political discussions. I ask why and 

he replies: “Because it affects me directly.” 

DIFF is aware that the TV channels he watches give “biased” information even though he might not 

be able to “feel” that while attending to it: 

On TV, I feel like I’m told everything, but I know I’m not. /.../ it depends on what station you 

watch on TV. It’s either biased one way or the other. And so I feel like I have the whole story, 

but it’s always a point of view that you’re told.   

When I ask him if he could imagine a world without the news media he really tries to, and pictures 

people sending “letters back and forth” and like that it would take “two weeks to find out anything.” 

Then he comes to this conclusion: “I don’t think it would function in today’s society. You have to 

have the news.” 

He sometimes talks about the news with his friends, also online. As an example he tells me that he 

talked about a “massive herpes outbreak” in the US caused by a popular drinking game.  

DIFF says he did not use to attend to the news earlier but now he can be curious to learn more: “When 

I was little I never watched the news. I kind of kept away from it. And then as you get older you get a 

little more interested and you kind of get more curious and you want to learn more”.  

Concerning how the news media goes about their business DIFF says that they “can leave out a lot”, 

but he thinks that they are “gonna put the side that people want to hear”, because they “want ratings.” I 

ask him what he thinks about that and he replies: “I think it’s not really right, but is television. It is the 

way it works. /.../ It’s all business. [laughs] That’s the sad truth”.  

I ask if he due to that would think that something is missing in the news. This is how he reflects: 

  Missing in the news... I think that, if they had more data from different views around the 

world, from different opinions and stuff, and would use all these together to create their 

stories, it would be more accurate. But it feels like they are just desperate for a story. And so 

they want to get it out there as fast as possible.  

So he thinks that they prioritize quickness over accuracy. I ask if he would say that the news media 

covers the most important parts of what’s going on and he says he “would say so.” When I ask about 

how they would choose what to focus upon he says he would guess they would cover “whatever 

people are interested in” but then he apologizes and says he does not “know much about that”. 
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When I ask if he thinks that he could influence what’s going on in the world he says the best way 

would be “to word a mouth”, let people know “all the facts” and if “everybody does agree with you 

they’ll join in. And then from there you can... public opinion will start to change. If it gets big enough. 

And that can make a difference, in policies, and all that.” He personally would not want to have more 

influence, because that is “too big of a subject”.  

Accordingly he does not think that one person alone, for example president Obama “can actually do it 

all”, but he thinks that politicians can “definitely work towards a solution.” But he also thinks that 

“everybody” has to realize the “problems at hand and decide they want to do something about it”.  

DIFF thinks that the media can have an impact on how people reflect about different issues and that it 

“depends on what they decide to show.” He points out that it is important to actively “get” additional 

information. In this spirit is also his statement when I ask him if he wants to add something:  

I think one problem with the people, not the people, but with a lot of people who watch the 

news, is that they only watch one thing, one side of it, one channel, always. And, like I said, a 

lot of TV is usually biased one way or another. And so, if you only watch one station, they 

pretty much get one side. I think, if there is a subject you’re interested in, then you should be 

able to, you should want to look into it and try to find as many facts as you can find on it and 

draw your own conclusions on what you believe on it. Which I think not enough people do. 

Which is why you get a lot of public opinion that is kind of illogical. For example, all the 

conservatives in the US are: “oh the environment is fine. We’re not doing anything wrong, no. 

Just keep driving your SUV’s.” But, if they would, like, look into it and see, oh, well, maybe 

there is things we can do and it has an impact... Ya, I think people need to look more into all 

sides of the news, before they start drawing conclusions.  

 

 

HAPP (know what’s happening): female, 20 years old, Canada  

“I think for the most part you can get a good idea of what’s happening.” 

 

HAPP’s number one source for the news, especially in Sweden, is the internet, namely the website of 

the CBC. But also if she “hears” something, she will “look it up online to figure out what’s going on.” 

At home she also sometimes watches the news on TV or reads newspapers which are free. HAPP also 

likes to read the comments posted at the end of news stories on the CBC website. She does not share 

the sometimes posted opinion that the articles would be written in “a slanted way” and adds that she 

does not think “they have an ulterior agenda or anything like that.” I ask her what she thinks about the 

possibility to post comments. First of all she thinks “it’s really interesting” and then she sees some 

negative and positive aspects. Negative she thinks is that people sometime write “really rude things” 

or “stupid things” and that it therefore sometimes “looses its importance, or its relevance.” She likes it 

if people post “educated” or “thought provoking” things and she feels that she can get an idea of “how 

people’s, like, actual Canadian’s opinions are about issues, in the news.” She means that this allows 

the audience to take a more active stand towards the news: “people are adding their own information 

to it, so it kind of makes it more like two ways, instead of just coming down from the top.” She likes 

reading the comments but does not post herself. 

HAPP thinks the internet is a “convenient” source, because she can use it whenever she wants, and it’s 

free if one has an internet connection.  

When I ask her to explain to me what the news is she replies “current events” and points to the 

processes which the portrayed events undergo before they are reported to the audience:   
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things happening in the world, or in your country, or your city. And it’s people gathering that 

information and making it easier to understand and then shorter and then giving it back. 

Through various ways; newspapers, internet, TV, radio. 

She has many reasons for attending to the news. She thinks it is “important” to “be educated about 

what’s going on in the world”, and how these events are related to others. One can use information to 

have “an advantage” when it comes for example to “who you’re voting for”. But also on a more 

intuitive level she thinks “it’s just good to know what’s happening” and that she does not “feel so 

isolated.” 

She thinks it is hard to imagine not having news media while having the “technologies” for it, because 

the thinks the news is one of the “better things the TV is used for.”  

HAPP talks to people about what she learns through the news, even with people she does not know 

well. She thinks it is a good way of starting another topic when “the conversation goes dry.” But she 

also talks to her family and friends about it.  

When we talk about how her way of gathering information changed I get the feeling that her studies 

made some difference. She studies international development: 

And if you know more about different countries and their situations, it’s easier to understand 

issues that you learn about in school. And lot of the time there are kind of overlaps of what’s 

happening in the real world and what you’re learning about. So I think it’s... I really like that. 

I’m more interested in the news and more likely to take initiative to find out information on 

my own. 

She says she feels differently when she is not able to attend to the news. HAPP tells me about a recent 

trip to Russia when she has had no access to any news media: “no radio, no nothing, in English, or 

anything. So, we all felt we were kind of like, missing out on what was happening.” When she got 

back she wanted to “check the news, and see what happened when I was away.”   

“Usually”, she says when I ask her if she would say that the news media covers the most important 

parts of what’s going on. But she also points out that sometimes things like “scandals” or something 

that causes “excitement” “gains more prominence than it should” and that therefore things that are 

“boring” but “more important” get “left out.” She adds that this would be hard to know because what 

is left out is not there. 

HAPP thinks “the news gives you really a good source of information” but that her personal 

experiences are also an important part of what she thinks about different issues. She says that things 

that she has personal experience with would “impact” her differently compared to someone who does 

not has had that experience, for example she would “pay more attention” to news about Sweden now 

that she has studied in the country. One would also be more capable of judging the information one is 

given by the news media: “if you have an experience with something and then that’s in the news, then 

you can either relate to it more or maybe you can see it in a different light, than it is portrayed.”  

Concerning her possibilities to influence things she says she thinks “that individuals do play a role and 

making things happen and influencing outcomes.” She would like to have influence to do “good 

things.” 

She says it is “important to recognize” which parts of the news are reflecting an opinion in contrast to 

“simple things” that are “easy to report on.” HAPP says she thinks maybe sometimes people are not 

“critical enough” to “make up their own minds.” She says: “and if the media is too strong, people may 

not be able to do that, may not be critical enough to think that they may not getting the truth, I guess.”  
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COMM (posting comments): male, 23 years old, Canada 

“I can see another part of the world and learn about something without being there.”  

COMM’s primary news source is the website of the CBC, but he also uses other pages. For example 

herein Sweden he reads The Local and a Google translation of the Swedish national newspaper 

Dagens nyheter. This is what he says about his reasons to do that: “I like to get a sense of where I’m 

living.” 

About the CBC he thinks that they are “a little bit liberal” but that they “try to present the other side as 

well.” He says “they have very high standards” and means that “they do a lot of background 

investigating before they will publish a story.” He likes their news because he feels that they are “well 

presented” and “professional.” Their style he says is maybe “old fashioned” and that he feels it is 

directed to a rather “sophisticated” audience.   

His definition of the news is focused on what it means to the audience: “I think the news is anything 

that is important to many people.” I ask him why he attends to the news and COMM has several 

thoughts about that. He thinks he is at a “stage” in his life where he wants to “improve” himself, he 

adds: "if I learn about the world, then I feel like I’m educating myself. Or I’m... I don’t know. It gives 

my life a meaning, I think”. If he would not be able to follow the news he would feel different: “Ya, I 

would. I would feel sort of... isolated? Or, like, closed off from what’s happening outside my own 

personal area.” That would not be good because he thinks that “it’s important for people to know 

about something that’s bigger than just their own world.”  

He says that “some companies own a lot of media” and that can lead to agenda cutting due to their 

interests: “maybe they will not report on things that their owners don’t like.” When I ask him if he 

misses something on the news, COMM says that he reads online newspapers “from different 

countries”, also for example from the Middle East, to “get another side of the story.”  

Even though he says he does not have “enough time” to read all the information from the news  and 

has to pick the “parts that are interesting” to him, he thinks the news media fulfils an important 

purpose: “I appreciate the news media, because I think it’s a great service for citizens. Like, it’s... We 

need it to make sense of the world, I think.” He says without the media it would be “difficult for a 

society to move forward.” I encourage him to develop that thought and he adds: “I think, freedom of 

the press and freedom of information is important for people to write new ideas and new stories and 

that’s the only way we can change.”  

COMM also wants to interact with people and to learn more about other people’s thoughts on certain 

news. He puts it that way: “the news, it provides a way for people to share what they are feeling or 

what they are thinking.” He for example posted a link on facebook “just for people to see.” It was 

about the pope’s critical attitude towards the use of condoms, which made COMM “angry.” This is his 

reason why he made the post:  

It was a little personal for me. And I don’t agree with him. But I also wanted to... I wanted 

people to think. Like... I wanted people to ask themselves: Do I agree? And know why. So I 

got a lot of many different replies and I was happy that people were interested.  

This is also his way of influencing what’s going on in the world. He describes this way as “influencing 

some things from behind the scene.” He would not want to have a more public position, like 

politicians have, because he thinks they “have limits.” Accordingly he does not think that politicians 

are able to solve a lot of problems. COMM says: “In general I expect more of people with power, 

because they have influence and I think they have a responsibility.” And: “They don’t really want to 

change the system. They don’t want to do something that’s too difficult.” 

COMM has not always been interested in the news. Earlier he “never used to read the news” but that 

changed when he was a teenager, for no apparent reason: “Nothing happened in my life. I just started 
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to be more interested in the world, maybe.” He also says that he has more time now at the university 

and that it also “suits a practical purpose” because he “can use the news in class,” for example for 

writing papers.  

When I ask him if he thinks that the part covered by the news media reflects his bigger picture of the 

world he replies that “the story, the news story, tells you something about a bigger situation.” He sees 

news stories as an “indication of what’s going on,” like a crime that stands for a “bigger problem.”   

When we talk about the process when news topics are chosen, COMM utters the opinion that “they try 

to understand what is important to the audience. And they try to make stories that people will watch.” 

When I ask them how “they” would know what is important to people he says: “I think they are aware 

about what other channels or other papers are writing about” and that there are possibilities to give 

feed back that also the person’s choosing the news stories could read.  

We also discuss what he thinks are the biggest problems in the world. When I ask if he thinks they can 

be solved his answer points to several aspects; such as him being an “optimist”, the news fuelling this 

optimism but also making him aware of malpractices:  

I think if people want to do something about it, they can. There is a lot... Like, wherever I read 

a story where someone has done something good then I feel happy that, you know, the world 

isn’t all bad. But more can be done, I think. There is a lot of waste, like, countries waste a lot 

of money on war or on military. And they don’t spend enough on social things or poverty or 

crime or hunger and things like that.  

COMM thinks the news can influence people by using words with a certain “vibe”, such as “terrorist” 

and making them thereby “feel more strong about it,” but then he also thinks that people themselves 

are responsible “to question everything.”   
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Attachment_F 

Friday, 8th May, 11.10 o clock, from: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8039327.stm 

Sudan opens up to more 

aid groups  

Sudan's government says it will invite new aid groups 

to work in Darfur and allow those still operating there 

to expand their activities.  

The UN's head of humanitarian affairs welcomed the 
move.  

Sudan expelled 13 foreign aid groups in March after the 
International Criminal Court issued an arrest warrant for 
Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir.  

Meanwhile, the backer of a conference on Darfur says it 
may be cancelled because of opposition from Sudan.  

The UN says that up to 300,000 people have died during 
the conflict in Darfur and 2.7 million driven from their 
homes.  

Sudan had agreed last month to allow some aid back into Darfur following its expulsion of 
humanitarian groups.  

On Thursday, the minister for humanitarian assistance, Haroun Lual Ruun, said Khartoum 
would invite new non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to Darfur.  

He also said it would allow those UN agencies and NGOs remaining in the Sudanese region 
to "expand their existing operations". 

"We have also agreed to further improve the NGOs 
operating environment by easing travel and visas 
restrictions, by reviewing the need for individual 
technical agreements for NGOs," he said.  

He was speaking during a visit to Sudan by UN 
humanitarian chief John Holmes and US envoy to Sudan 
Scott Gration.  

Mr Holmes said he would prefer the expulsion decision to be revoked.  

But he also said that if trust was restored between the humanitarian community and Sudanese 
authorities, capacity lost after the expulsions could be recovered.  

The UN says the Darfur conflict 
has driven 2.7 million from their 
homes 

 
I think what we're hearing... 

is that new NGOs with new 

names, new logos, if necessary, 

can come in  
 
John Holmes  
UN humanitarian chief 
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"I think what we're hearing... is that new NGOs with new names, new logos, if necessary, can 
come in," he was quoted as saying by Reuters news agency.  

"That means there's an opportunity to exploit some of that expertise and experience that is 
there and I think that is a welcome degree of flexibility about how it might happen in the 
future."  

'Delegates harassed'  

The conference on Darfur that could now be cancelled was to bring together some 400 people 
from Darfur's diverse ethnic groups in the Ethiopian capital, Addis Ababa.  

Pro-government groups as well as those close to Darfuri rebels were included. 

UN humanitarian chief John Holmes: 'We have had a good discussion' 

Funded by Sudanese expatriate and telecoms entrepreneur Mo Ibrahim, it also had the 
backing of the UN, the African Union and the Arab League.  

But Mr Ibrahim told the BBC that the process is now being held up by the Sudanese 
authorities.  

He said delegates were being harassed, their passports withdrawn and that some have been 
warned they were engaging in activities against the state.  

Unless the Sudanese government gave its permission, the conference would have to be 
abandoned, he added.  

BBC Africa analyst Martin Plaut says work to prepare for the conference has been under way 
for nearly a year, and UN planes and helicopters were on standby to help airlift the delegates 
to Ethiopia.  

Mr Bashir is accused by ICC prosecutors of orchestrating atrocities against civilians in 
Darfur, where his government has been fighting rebels since 2003.  

He has dismissed the ICC's charges as a "neo-colonialist plot".  
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